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Interior picture Picture Name / description Specs Product no. EAN

Vilja Wall lamp

The Vilja -luminaire, designed by Jenni Inkeroinen, brings a cozy 

feel to evenings at home. The warm glow emitted from the 

pattern in its shade is inspired by the golden grain-fields in 

August at at the moment when the last sun-rays glow red in 

field. The pattern is very discrete and comes to life in the 

evenings when the ligt is switched on. The design of the 

luminaire is scandinavian simple and modern.

L: 64 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

S51010-1MU 6430062565706

Kaksi hanging lamp

The Kaksi pendant light designed by Matti Syrjälä is modern and 

timeless, with a touch of 1950's design. Kaksi works just as well 

at home as in public spaces and is a great choice above a dining 

table. Directional shades increase the interest of the luminaire. 

Above a dining table, Kaksi illuminates a table and invites people 

around a table.

W: 82 cm

2 XE27 Max. 40W

IP20

K41318-2MU 6430062564235

Kaksi hanging lamp

The Kaksi pendant light designed by Matti Syrjälä is modern and 

timeless, with a touch of 1950's design. Kaksi works just as well 

at home as in public spaces and is a great choice above a dining 

table. Directional shades increase the interest of the luminaire. 

Above a dining table, Kaksi illuminates a table and invites people 

around a table.

W: 82 cm

2 XE27 Max. 40W

IP20

K41318-2VA 6430062564242 

Kielo hanging lamp

Kielo is Finnish for lily of the valley - the flower that inspired 

Laura Väre when designing this great hanging lamp. The flower-

like lower portion of the shade distributes a wonderfully soft 

sheen which creates a benevolent atmosphere.

Ø: 20 cm

H: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K37718-1V 6430062562880 

Kupoli hanging lamp

The design of  the Kupoli lamps is pure and timeless. The matte 

white finish highlights the calming sheen and adds character. 

Use as a single lamp or in lavish multi-lamp ensembles.

Ø: 37 cm 

H: 30 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K18012-1V 6430062561692 

Kupoli hanging lamp

The design of  the Kupoli lamps is pure and timeless. The matte 

white finish highlights the calming sheen and adds character. 

Use as a single lamp or in lavish multi-lamp ensembles.

Ø 17 cm

H: 29 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K17912-1HCU 6430012957964 
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Malja table lamp

A beautiful and inviting goldfish bowl gave Laura Väre inspiration 

when designing table lamp Malja. As darkness falls, Malja exudes 

warmth and coziness. The stable steel foundation contrasts 

excitingly with the glass shade.

H: 23 cm

Ø: 27 cm

E27 Max. 28W

IP20

P2551-1V 6430062560534

Laaka hanging lamp

Add a touch of refinement at home or in public rooms with 

timeless design masterpiece Laaka. The metal or concrete 

centerpiece boldly contrasts with the glass shade. Laaka 

manages to simultaneously be both contemporary and nostalgic. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 28W

K2051-1BE 6430012959272 

Laaka hanging lamp

Add a touch of refinement at home or in public rooms with 

timeless design masterpiece Laaka. The metal or concrete 

centerpiece boldly contrasts with the glass shade. Laaka 

manages to simultaneously be both contemporary and nostalgic. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 28W

K2051-1CU 6430012959265 

Laaka hanging lamp

Add a touch of refinement at home or in public rooms with 

timeless design masterpiece Laaka. The metal or concrete 

centerpiece boldly contrasts with the glass shade. Laaka 

manages to simultaneously be both contemporary and nostalgic. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 28W

 K2051-1VA 6430062563597 

Laaka hanging lamp

Add a touch of refinement at home or in public rooms with 

timeless design masterpiece Laaka. The metal or concrete 

centerpiece boldly contrasts with the glass shade. Laaka 

manages to simultaneously be both contemporary and nostalgic. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 28W

K2051-1MU 6430062564860

Laaka ceiling-plafoniere

The high-quality Laaka plafoniere is designed by Laura Väre. 

Laura has gotten the inspiration for the luminaire from the 

hanging-lamp of the same series. The luminaire consists of a opal-

white glass shde and a steel base. The glass shade disperses a 

smooth and uniform light. The luminaire can also be installed as 

a wall-light. It has a diameter of 28 cm. It is fitted with two E27 

lampholders, which facilitates for a great deal of light if needed. 

The white glass-shade softens the light pleasently.

Ø: 28 cm

H: 15 cm

2 XE27 Max. 15W

IP20

KP50910-2MU 6430062565683
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Laaka ceiling-plafoniere

The high-quality Laaka plafoniere is designed by Laura Väre. 

Laura has gotten the inspiration for the luminaire from the 

hanging-lamp of the same series. The luminaire consists of a opal-

white glass shde and a steel base. The glass shade disperses a 

smooth and uniform light. The luminaire can also be installed as 

a wall-light. It has a diameter of 28 cm. It is fitted with two E27 

lampholders, which facilitates for a great deal of light if needed. 

The white glass-shade softens the light pleasently.

Ø: 28 cm

H: 15 cm

2 XE27 Max. 15W

IP20

KP50910-2VA 6430062565690

Lakki floorlamp

Lakki is an elegant, witty and functional floor lamp by designer 

Laura Väre. The playfully shaped shade and steel stand together 

create a joyous union, which reminds us that life is more 

enjoyable with a smile on your face. Lakki is easily placed, and 

you can successfully use it beside a bed, by an armchair.

H: 150 cm

D: 71 cm

E27 Max. 42W

IP20

L2571-1V 6430062560589

Lehmus hanging lamp

Lehmus is inspired by playful reflections of light, filtered through 

leaves in the forest. The sheen is softly refracted, giving it a 

sweet warmth. The pure design exudes distinct elegance. Great 

lamp for the living room or above the dining table.

H: 25 cm

W: 36 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K37518L-1V 6430062562866

Lehmus hanging lamp

Lehmus is inspired by playful reflections of light, filtered through 

leaves in the forest. The sheen is softly refracted, giving it a 

sweet warmth. The pure design exudes distinct elegance. Great 

lamp for the living room or above the dining table.

H: 25 cm

W: 36 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K37518-1M 6430062562842 

Lehmus L hanging lamp

Lehmus is inspired by playful reflections of light, filtered through 

leaves in the forest. The sheen is softly refracted, giving it a 

sweet warmth. The pure design exudes distinct elegance. Great 

lamp for the living room or above the dining table.

H: 32 cm

W: 58 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K37518-1V 6430062562859

Louhi table lamp

Designer Jenni Inkeroinen drew inspiration to table lamp Louhi 

from a spinning top that was left on a table. She set out to create 

a lamp that encompasses and elevates the room with its light. 

Coarse concrete and the sleek shade contrast beautifully. A 

heavy concrete foot provides stability and the lamp is easily 

placed despite its crooked shape.

Ø 14 cm

H: 17,5 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

P2541-1BE 6430062560497
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Louhi table lamp

Designer Jenni Inkeroinen drew inspiration to table lamp Louhi 

from a spinning top that was left on a table. She set out to create 

a lamp that encompasses and elevates the room with its light. 

Coarse concrete and the sleek shade contrast beautifully. A 

heavy marble foot provides stability and the lamp is easily placed 

despite its crooked shape.

Ø 14 cm

H: 17,5 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

P2541-1MA 6430062560503

Louhi hanging lamp

Louhi series comprises a table lamp and a hanging lamp. 

Combine these in groups to create wonderful interior finesse. 

Louhi hanging lamp mimics the design of the table lamp, and 

reinvents its straightforward appearance. The minute 

geometrical irregularities add to the interesting feeling. Hanging 

lamp Louhi fills the room with warm coziness. Equally at home in 

minimalist modern settings and interiors with strong personality. 

Ø 14 cm

H: 17,5 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

K2541-1BE 6430062562088

Länsi hanging lamp

Länsi design pendant lamp by Matti Syrjälä is both modern and 

timeless. Designer Matti Syrjälä got the inspiration for the design 

when he was sailing in the Finnish archipelago. Länsi is named 

after a Finnish sea sign, Länsi (West). Unique luminaire creates 

glorious lighting, reflecting light both up and down. Länsi design 

pendant works well as solo or as a group of several pendants, 

creating an impressive entity. Maximum diameter of the upward-

facing lamp 45mm (P45).

Ø: 26 cm

H: 38 cm

2 X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K43518-1MU 6430062564297

Länsi hanging lamp

Länsi design pendant lamp by Matti Syrjälä is both modern and 

timeless. Designer Matti Syrjälä got the inspiration for the design 

when he was sailing in the Finnish archipelago. Länsi is named 

after a Finnish sea sign, Länsi (West). Unique luminaire creates 

glorious lighting, reflecting light both up and down. Länsi design 

pendant works well as solo or as a group of several pendants, 

creating an impressive entity. Maximum diameter of the upward-

facing lamp 45mm (P45).

Ø: 26 cm

H: 38 cm

2 XE27 Max. 40W

IP20

K43518-1VA 6430062564303

Napa hanging lamp

Napa pendant lamp designed by Laura Väre is named after the 

glass's light-transmitting center, which glows beautifully when 

the light is on.

The soft formed shade shines a pleasant light into space. Simple 

timeless design fits different interiors. Napa is a great choice for 

example above dining tables.

Ø 40 cm

H: 20 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K43318-1MU 6430062564211

Napa hanging lamp

Napa pendant lamp designed by Laura Väre is named after the 

glass's light-transmitting center, which glows beautifully when 

the light is on.

The soft formed shade shines a pleasant light into space. Simple 

timeless design fits different interiors. Napa is a great choice for 

example above dining tables.

Ø 40 cm

H: 20 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K43318-1VA 6430062564228
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Osat hanging lamp

The Osat -luminaire, designed by Matti Syrjälä, is composed of 

simple, timeless shapes and will therefore easily find it's place in 

most spaces. From the name ('Osat' mening 'the parts' in 

Finnish), one can derive that the luminaire is assembled from 

different parts: the shade, the cylinder, the cable and the 

canopy. You can combine the parts in different colors in a way 

that matches your own taste. Osat is made in Finland and has 

been awarded the Key Flag Symbol.

Ø: 34 cm

H: 28,5 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K5185-1MU 6430062565881

Osat hanging lamp

The Osat -luminaire, designed by Matti Syrjälä, is composed of 

simple, timeless shapes and will therefore easily find it's place in 

most spaces. From the name ('Osat' mening 'the parts' in 

Finnish), one can derive that the luminaire is assembled from 

different parts: the shade, the cylinder, the cable and the 

canopy. You can combine the parts in different colors in a way 

that matches your own taste. Osat is made in Finland and has 

been awarded the Key Flag Symbol.

Ø: 34 cm

H: 28,5 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K5185-1MVM 6430062565898

Osat hanging lamp

The Osat -luminaire, designed by Matti Syrjälä, is composed of 

simple, timeless shapes and will therefore easily find it's place in 

most spaces. From the name ('Osat' mening 'the parts' in 

Finnish), one can derive that the luminaire is assembled from 

different parts: the shade, the cylinder, the cable and the 

canopy. You can combine the parts in different colors in a way 

that matches your own taste. Osat is made in Finland and has 

been awarded the Key Flag Symbol.

Ø: 34 cm

H: 28,5 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K5185-1VA 6430062565874

Osat hanging lamp

The Osat -luminaire, designed by Matti Syrjälä, is composed of 

simple, timeless shapes and will therefore easily find it's place in 

most spaces. From the name ('Osat' mening 'the parts' in 

Finnish), one can derive that the luminaire is assembled from 

different parts: the shade, the cylinder, the cable and the 

canopy. You can combine the parts in different colors in a way 

that matches your own taste. Osat is made in Finland and has 

been awarded the Key Flag Symbol.

Ø: 34 cm

H: 28,5 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K5185-1VMV 6430062565904

Pisarat hanging lamp

Pisarat (finnish for raindrops) is a hanging lamp designed by 

Laura Väre. The shade is perforated, with each hole representing 

a single drop. Beautiful patterns are cast on the walls from the 

holes. Pisarat can be used as a single lamp or in groups with 

many lamps.

Ø: 20 cm

H: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

 K37618-1V 6430062562873
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Poiju hanging lamp

Poiju is a sea buoy -inspired hanging lamp designed by Matti 

Syrjälä. The translucent milk-white shade distributes a soft and 

pleasant light throughout the room.

Ø: 35 cm

H: 22,5 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

K2561-1V 6430062560565

Selma hanging lamp

Selma is a ceramic hanging lamp, made in Borgå, Finland. The 

lovely simplistic lamp produces a downward beam of light. The 

rounded shape gives a visually compelling lamp, perfect for both 

homes and public spaces.

Ø: 20 cm

H: 20 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K2063-1V 6430012959289

Aiden table lamp

Modernly designed table lamp with brass coloured details. The 

adjustable shade provides excellent spot lighting, and Aiden is a 

great choice as a reading light for the work desk or by the bed.

H: 53 cm

W: 30 cm

D: 16 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

 P40117-1VA 6430062563504

Aiden table lamp

Modernly designed table lamp with brass coloured details. The 

adjustable shade provides excellent spot lighting, and Aiden is a 

great choice as a reading light for the work desk or by the bed

H: 53 cm

W: 30 cm

D: 16 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

 P40117-1MU 6430062563498

Aiden wall lamp

Contemporary wall lamp with brass details. The adjustable shade 

provides great spot lighting. This is a splendid choice as a reading 

lamp by the bed or on the writing desk.

H: 25 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

 S40117-1MU 6430062563474

Aiden floor lamp

Modernly designed floor lamp with brass coloured details. The 

adjustable shade provides excellent spot lighting, and Aiden is a 

great choice as a reading light for the living room.

H: 150 cm

W: 30 cm

D: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L40117-1MU 6430062563450
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Aiden floor lamp

Modernly designed floor lamp with brass coloured details. The 

adjustable shade provides excellent spot lighting, and Aiden is a 

great choice as a reading light for the living room.

H: 150 cm

W: 30 cm

D: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

 L40117-1VA 6430062563467

Arlon wall lamp

A timeless, clear-lined, easy-to-understand matte black wall 

lamp with a hinged arm and an easy-to-place wall lamp that is 

suitable for both private and public spaces, for example as a light 

for a bedside bedroom, a wall for a kitchen or an additional light 

for an armchair next to a living room.

H: 47 cm

W: 6 cm

D: 27,5 cm

E14 Max. 15W

IP20

S46017-1MU 6430062564778

Ayla table lamp

The design of the Ayla table-lamp is inspired by Japanese design 

of the 1950s. The details in brass add a little extra finess and 

dignity to it's appereance. The luminaire is well suited as a 

reading-light for your work desk or nightstand.

H: 52 cm

W: 30 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P45810-1MU 6430062565454

Ayla table lamp

The design of the Ayla table-lamp is inspired by Japanese design 

of the 1950s. The details in brass add a little extra finess and 

dignity to it's appereance. The luminaire is well suited as a 

reading-light for your work desk or nightstand.

H: 52 cm

W: 30 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P45810-1VA 6430062565461

Ayla telescopic plafoniere

Ayla is a timeless 3-part spotlight that is height-adjustable. Brass 

details give the spotlight a more elegant look.

H: 66-94

W: 37 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 28W

 K45810-3VA 6430062564754

Grace table lamp

Grace is a table lamp with matte black shade, brass arm and 

marble foot. The adjustable shade and

E27 socket ensure sufficient lighting characteristics even in 

demanding applications.

H: 59 cm

E27 Max. 28W

IP20

P29417-1M 6430062561418
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Grace floor lamp

Floor lamp in a matte black dome, brass-colored frame, and 

heavy marble base. The directional dome allows the light to be 

precisely directed. Grace floor lamp brings elegant style to any 

interior. The height of the lamp is 153 cm and the depth is 55 cm. 

Stock

E27.

H: 153,5 cm

W: 26 cm

E27 Max. 28W

IP20

L29417-1M 6430062564792 

Jayden table lamp

Jayden is a wonderful table lamp. The colour combination gives 

the lamp an esteemed and contemporary feel. The big 

adjustable shade illuminates a big area.

H: 48 cm

D: 40 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P39417-1MU 6430062563184

Lavelle floor lamp

The brushed brass-colored parts of the Lavelle floorlamp give a 

nice contrast to the white metal shade and marble base. The 

classic and timeless design has been inspired by 1950's style. The 

base in marble gives the luminaire firm support and the shade 

can be adjusted in the direction of your lighting needs. Thanks to 

it's height, the luminaire is well-suited for example as as a spot 

light for reading in the sofa, or beside your work desk.  

H: 152 cm

D: 46 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

L43217-1VA 6430062564143

Lavelle table lamp

The brushed brass-colored parts of the Lavelle table lamp give a 

nice contrast to the white metal shade and marble base. The 

classic and timeless design has been inspired by 1950's style. The 

base in marble gives the luminaire firm support and the shade 

can be adjusted in the direction of your lighting needs. The 

Lavelle table lamp is well suited as a reading-light on your 

nightstand or on your work desk.  

H: 57 cm

D: 30 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

P43217-1VA 6430062564136

Morgan hanging lamp

A extremely simplified metal hanging lamp with a matt black 

shade and brass -colored lampholder. The diameter of the disc-

shaped shade is 38 cm. Large-sized LED -bulbs are well suited for 

this luminaire. The luminaire will find it's place in  homes and for 

exaple, in restaurants and cafés.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 38 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K49818-1MU 6430062565539

Teodor wall lamp

Teodor is a great wall lamp with an adjustable shade. Timeless 

design ensures easy placement. The perfect choice when 

additional lighting is required in a room.

D: 19 cm

Ø: 11 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

S14110-1A 6430012957308
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Teodor wall lamp

Teodor is a great wall lamp with an adjustable shade. Timeless 

design ensures easy placement. The perfect choice when 

additional lighting is required in a room.

D: 19 cm

Ø: 11 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

S14110-1V 6430012957766 

Teodor 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Teodor is a great ceiling lamp with three adjustable shades. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 36 cm 

3 x E14 Max. 42W

IP20

K14110-3A 6430012957292 

Teodor 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Timeless design and easily adjustable shades create this ceiling 

spotlight that is both practical and easy to place. With three light 

sources ample amounts of light can be projected. Easy to install 

thanks to the construction allowing installation on a ceilin hook, 

the luminaire plug is also included.

H: 36 cm 

3 x E14 Max. 42W

IP20

K14110-3MU 6430062565331

Roxane hanging lamp

Roxane is a great hanging lamp with a fascinating shade. The 

chrome plated inside of the shade reflects a lovely downward 

light, while the copper plated outer surface gives the whole 

interior a huge boost in style.

H: 27 cm

Ø: 25 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K23718-1CU 6430062560213 

Noah 35 hanging lamp shade

Wonderful feathery hanging lamp with soft and gentle lighting 

properties. Noah lamps are a great and relaxing choice for the 

bedroom.

E27 electrical fitting is sold separately.

H: 35 cm

Ø: 35 cm   

V24217-35V 6430062560343

Noah 40 hanging lamp shade

Wonderful feathery hanging lamp with soft and gentle lighting 

properties. Noah lamps are a great and relaxing choice for the 

bedroom.

E27 electrical fitting is sold separately.

H: 40 cm

Ø: 40 cm   

V1631-40V 6430012957926
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Noah 55 hanging lamp shade

Wonderful feathery hanging lamp with soft and gentle lighting 

properties. Noah lamps are a great and relaxing choice for the 

bedroom.

E27 electrical fitting is sold separately.

H: 55 cm

Ø: 55 cm   

V24217-55V 6430062560350

Isaac hanging lamp

Isaac pendant light is made of gray linen fabric and a metal 

frame. The light illuminates both straight down from the bottom 

of the linen shade and softly through a shade. The linen shade 

can be easily pulled off the frame for cleaning. Gorgeous lamp to 

give the interior a calm softness.

H: 50 cm

Ø: 37 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K46117-1HA 6430062564785

Patrice hanging lamp

Extraordinary elegantly sparkling hanging lamp. Sand white oval 

shade with 44 hanging crystal bands. Perfect to bring light and 

refinement atop the dining table. Easy installation with ceiling 

hook and lamp plug.

H: 24 cm 

W: 50 cm 

3 x G9 Max. 28W

IP20

K28018-3V 6430062561029

Bell hanging lamp

Classic sand black coloured hanging lamp with three light 

sources. Makes for a terrific dining table lamp. Easy installation 

with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

W: 100 cm

H: 25,5 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40 W

IP 20

K28610-3MU 6430062564853

Bell hanging lamp

Modern sand white coloured hanging lamp with three light 

sources. Makes for a terrific dining table lamp. Easy installation 

with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

W: 100 cm

H: 25,5 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40 W

IP 20

K28610-3V 6430062561678

Eric hanging lamp

Eric is a stylish, industrial-feeling hanging lamp. The antiqued 

silver coloured shade with red faucet handle wheels gives the 

room a dab of factory-feel.

Ø: 41 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K22018-1HO 6430012959838
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Louis hanging lamp

Trendy hanging lamp Louis is made from metal. Disseminates an 

industrial sort of feeling. Lamp plug is included.

E27 / 60W.

H: 26 cm

Ø: 45 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K23217-1H 6430062560138 

Matty hanging lamp

Hanging lamp with patinated metal shade. Two red faucets 

create an industrial-chic feel. This is the long-awaited little 

brother of tremendously popular Eric.

H: 33 cm

Ø: 27 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K27818-1HO 6430062560992

Montez hanging lamp

Elegance-exuding hanging lamp Montez gives the room a touch 

of refinement and class. The design incorporates intriguing 

details, while remaining pure and focused. Neatly adds a dose of 

industrial feel. Splendid dining table lamp. Easy installation with 

ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1341-1GH 6430012957209

Bardot hanging lamp

Beautiful hanging lamp clad with floral patterned lace fabric. This 

lamp manages to be stylish, without yet stealing all attention. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 24 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60 W

IP20

K24717-1V 6430062560411

Carina table lamp

Carina is a beautiful and graceful table lamp with a floral 

patterned fabric shade and chrome plated foot. Fills the room 

with a pleasant and relaxing light. The lamp is 25 cm high and 

fitted with

E14 socket.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 12,5 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P30217-1V 6430062561517 

Juno table lamp

Juno is a light and slender table lamp made from metal. The 

adjustable shade facilitates smooth direction of the light.

H: 32 cm

E14 Max. 15W

IP20

P32617-1KE 6430062561845
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Juno table lamp

Juno is a light and slender table lamp made from metal. The 

adjustable shade facilitates smooth direction of the light.

H: 32 cm

E14 Max. 15W

IP20

P32617-1SI 6430062561852

Kobe table lamp

A timeless all metal table-lamp in black metal with details in 

chrome. A flexible tube facilitates easy directing of light. The 

small luminaire is easy to place on a desk or at your nahtstand 

for effective point-lighting. The height is around 42 cm. Fitted 

with a 1.8 m long powercord with in-line switch and Euro-plug.

H: 42 cm

D: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P48510-1MU 6430062565348

Sean hanging lamp

Hanging lamp Sean has a wonderful cylindrical shade with a 

glitter covered surface. This lamp gives the room a luxurious 

feel. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K3876-40HO 6430062563023

Elise hanging lamp

Hanging lamp with a beautiful lace fabric covered shade. Lovely 

bedroom lamp. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 28 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K22217-1V 6430012959869 

Adam floor lamp

A white timeless floor lamp with wooden and chomre details. 

Wood gives warmth and nature feeling. The directional dome 

effectively directs light. 

H: 160 cm

D: 40 cm

W: 23 cm

E27 Max. 15W

IP20

 L47217-1VA 6430062564938

Adam table lamp

A white timeless table lamp with wooden and chomre details. 

Wood gives warmth and nature feeling. The directional dome 

effectively directs light. A great choice for work and bedside 

lamps.

H: 50 cm

D: 33 cm

W: 18 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

 P47217-1VA 6430062564952
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Leone 50 hanging lamp

The Hanging lamp Leone is scandinavian and timeless, and 

tastefully merges the white shade with light birch. Illumination 

capacity is plentiful. Terrific dining table or living room lamp.

Ø: 50 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K23818L-1V 6430062561067 

Aurora 25 hanging lamp

Wonderful round acrylic lamp with chrome plated shade 

attachment. This straightforward lamp is easily placed in 

different interiors.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 25 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K29010-25V 6430062561319

Aurora 40 hanging lamp

Wonderful round acrylic pendant light with chrome-plated 

attachment. This straightforward lamp is easily placed in 

different interiors.

H: 35 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K29010-40V 6430062561340

Avery hanging lamp

Hanging lamp with a modern feel and an exquisitely patterned 

shade. Avery is the right choice when a versatile lamp with a 

contemporary feel is needed. Easy installation with ceiling hook 

and lamp plug.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 40 W

IP20

K36118-1V 6430062562255

Giselle hanging lamp

Giselle matte white modern pendant lamp is a lovely for homes 

and public spaces. Light shines thourhg and below metallic dome 

creating an eye-catching effect.

Ø: 35 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K36818-1V 6430062562620

Gustav hanging lamp

The metal arcs in this matt white, spherical-shaped hanging-

lamp, create an interesting and modern luminaire. It will bring a 

touch of modern style to just about any space. Great for general 

lighting purposes in the bedroom or livingroom.  Construction 

for easy installation on hook and easy hanging-height 

adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48717-1VA 6430062565362
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Bruno hanging lamp

This modern hanging lamp instantly gives the room a 

contemporary feel. The perforated top of the otherwise smooth 

shade is an interesting detail. When hanged over a round table 

this lamp tastefully extends the circular element. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 28 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K37417-1M 6430062562828

Agelo wall lamp

Antique brass coloured wall lamp with classic design. The 

translucent glass spreads the light softly. Excellent reading light.

H: 13

E14 40 W

IP 20

S3010-1A 6430012955816

Joel wall lamp

Antique white finished wall lamp. The adjustable shade 

facilitates smooth direction of the light.

H: 18 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

S1216-1V 6430012955557 

Chevy 1-lt wall lamp

Exquisitely shaped matte white wall lamp. The chrome plated 

flexible arm is stylish and facilitates easy direction of the light. 

Suitable as a reading light in the bedroom or by the office table.

H: 18 cm 

GU10 Max. 10W

IP20

S29410-1V 6430062561241 

Darcel table lamp

Darcel is a matte white coloured table lamp. The flexible brass 

arm adds finesse and enables precise direction of the light. 

Splendid reading light for the bedroom or the office table.

H: 39 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

P29010-1V 6430062561173

Darcel wall lamp

Darcel is a matte white coloured wall lamp. The flexible brass 

arm adds finesse and enables precise direction of the light. 

Splendid reading light for the bedroom or the office table.

H: 20 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

S29010-1V 6430062561180
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Diego table lamp

Graceful and elegant table lamp. Tasteful cone shaped shade., 

round base and chrome coloured arm. Lovely reading light for 

the bedroom or the office table.

H: 35 cm

E14

IP20

P936-1V 6430012956721 

Colin 1-lt wall lamp

Delectable wall lamp with a flexible brass arm. Direct the light as 

needed. Excellent reading light for the bedroom or the office.

H: 18 cm

D: 18 cm

GU10 Max. 10W

IP20

S29110-1M 6430062562774 

Colin 1-lt wall lamp

Delectable wall lamp with a flexible brass arm. Direct the light as 

needed. Excellent reading light for the bedroom or the office.

H: 18 cm

D: 18 cm

GU10 Max. 10W

IP20

S29110-1V 6430062561197  

Colin 2-lt wall lamp

Delectable wall lamp with a flexible brass arm. Direct the light as 

needed. Excellent reading light for the bedroom or the office.

H: 18 cm

D: 18 cm

2 x GU10 Max. 10W

IP20

S29110-2V 6430062561203

Cleo 2-lt floor lamp

Antique brass coloured floor lamp with an off white shade. This 

lamp enjoys itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates 

supple direction of the light as needed.

H: 145 cm

W: 80 cm

2 X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-2AM 6430062565249

Cleo 2-lt floor lamp

Metal satin floor lamp with an off white shade. This lamp enjoys 

itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates supple 

direction of the light as needed.

H: 145 cm

W: 80 cm

2 X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-2SA 6430062565256
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Cleo 2-lt floor lamp

Matt white floor lamp with off white shades. This lamp enjoys 

itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates supple 

direction of the light as needed.  2 x

E27 Max. 40W

IP20 230V ~50/60Hz Height:  145 cm Width:  80 cm

H: 145 cm

W: 80 cm

2 X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-2VA 6430062565263

Cleo 1-lt floor lamp

Antique brass coloured floor lamp with an off white shade. This 

lamp enjoys itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates 

supple direction of the light as needed.

H: 145 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-1A 6430062562569

Cleo 1-lt floor lamp

Matte white floor lamp with an off white shade. This lamp enjoys 

itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates supple 

direction of the light as needed.

H: 145 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-1VA 6430062563146 

Cleo 1-lt floor lamp

Metal satin floor lamp with an off white shade. This lamp enjoys 

itself by the armchair. The adjustable arm facilitates supple 

direction of the light as needed.

H: 145 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L36417-1SA 6430062563139

Brielle floor lamp

Floor lamp in a chrome-colored frame and white fabric shade, 

supported by a heavy marble base. Brielle is an easy to be placed 

floor lamp, suitable for both homes, and public spaces. The 

height is 175 cm and the depth is 75 cm. Socket

E27.

H: 175 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L46217-1KR 6430062564815

Ethan floor uplight

Modern combined ambient- and reading lamp. Both light 

sources are equipped with their separate switches and dimmers. 

The lighting is easily adapted to different situations, from soft 

and comfy to bright reading light in an instant. The LED light 

sources are user-friendly and long-lived.

H: 180 cm 

18W + 5W

L30017-1SA 6430062564884
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Ethan floor uplight

Modern combined ambient- and reading lamp. Both light 

sources are equipped with their separate switches and dimmers. 

The lighting is easily adapted to different situations, from soft 

and comfy to bright reading light in an instant. The LED light 

sources are user-friendly and long-lived.

H: 180 cm 

18W + 5W

L30017-1V 6430062561487

Henny hanging lamp

Lovely retro feeling antique silver coloured hanging lamp made 

from metal. Fits any room. Twisted gray fabric cord. Diameter 35 

cm. Maximal distance to ceiling 130 cm.  Easy installation with 

ceiling hook and lamp plug.

E27 / 60W.

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K19214-1HO 6430012958954 

Henny hanging lamp

Lovely retro feeling cream white coloured hanging lamp made 

from metal. Fits any room. Twisted white fabric cord. Diameter 

35 cm. Maximal distance to ceiling 130 cm.  Easy installation with 

ceiling hook and lamp plug.

E27 / 60W.

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K19214-1V 6430012958947 

Corbin hanging lamp

Corbin is a timelessly elegant hanging lamp made from metal. 

The simplistic design effortlessly blends into different interiors. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 29 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K22717-1M 6430012959937

Corbin hanging lamp

Corbin is a timelessly elegant hanging lamp made from metal. 

The simplistic design effortlessly blends into different interiors. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 29 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K22717-1V 6430012959944 

Iben table lamp

A petite and easily placable table-lamp with a 'geometric' design. 

The luminire creates soft additional light. Thanks to its 

narrowness it is will easily fit on a table or a window sill. Height 

22 cm, width 20 cm and depth 11 cm. The length of the cable, 

with inline switch and europlug, is 1.8 meters.

H: 22 cm

W: 20 cm

E14 Max. 25W

IP20

P48217-1MU 6430062565300
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Iben table lamp

A petite and easily placable table-lamp with a 'geometric' design. 

The luminire creates soft additional light. Thanks to its 

narrowness it is will easily fit on a table or a window sill. Height 

22 cm, width 20 cm and depth 11 cm. The length of the cable, 

with inline switch and europlug, is 1.8 meters.

H: 22 cm

W: 20 cm

E14 Max. 25W

IP20

P48217-1VA 6430062565638

Wyatt table lamp

Table lamp Wyatt features a beautifully sparkling ceramic foot 

and a wonderful white shade. This is a great choice for the 

sideboard or the bedside table.

H: 29 cm

E14 Max. 25W

IP20

P3966-1HO 6430062563221 

Wyatt table lamp

Table lamp Wyatt features a beautifully sparkling ceramic foot 

and a wonderful white shade. This is a great choice for the 

sideboard or the bedside table.

H: 29 cm

E14 Max. 25W

IP20

P3966-1KU 6430062563214

Evelyn table lamp

Table lamp Evelyn features a beautifully sparkling ceramic foot 

and a wonderful white shade. This is a great choice for the 

sideboard or the bedside table.

H: 33 cm

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P3956-1HO 6430062563207

Evelyn table lamp

Table lamp Evelyn features a beautifully sparkling ceramic foot 

and a wonderful white shade. This is a great choice for the 

sideboard or the bedside table.

H: 33 cm

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

P3956-1KU 6430062563191

Cali hanging lamp

Elegant hanging lamp with a hip leather hanger.

H: 31 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K38917-1VA 6430062563054
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Cali hanging lamp

Elegant hanging lamp with a hip leather hanger.

H: 31 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K38917-1MU 6430062563061 

Anais hanging lamp

Elegant hanging lamp with a decorative leather strap. This is a 

great dining table lamp for homes as well as public spaces.

H: 40 cm

Ø: 33 cm

E27 Max. 40 W

IP20

K41218-1HA 6430062563719

Anais hanging lamp

Elegant hanging lamp with a decorative leather strap. This is a 

great dining table lamp for homes as well as public spaces.

H: 40 cm

Ø: 33 cm

E27 Max. 40 W

IP20

K41218-1VA 6430062563726

Isla hanging lamp

The multiple layer shade gives this lamp a wonderful retro feel. 

Isla is a truly versatile lamp that can be used in many different 

rooms. It is a great choice especially for the kitchen or the living 

room. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 35 cm 

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K26017-1V 6430062560633

Jules L hanging lamp

Jules is a straightforwardly elegant hanging lamp that fits any 

room. Diameter 36 cm. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug.

E27 / 40W.

Ø: 36 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K23918L-1M 6430062560275

Jules L hanging lamp

Jules is a straightforwardly elegant hanging lamp that fits any 

room. Diameter 36 cm. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug.

E27 / 40W.

Ø: 36 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K23918L-1V 6430062560282
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Colton wall light

White minimalistic and graceful wall lamp. Chromed shaft and 

white PVC cord with a switch. Excellent as a bedhead reading 

light.

W: 8 cm

D: 14 cm

GU10 Max. 7W

IP20

 S35912-1V 6430062562217

Colton O 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Round timeless 3-part ceiling light with chrome details. Three 

directable shades give a either good spotlight or general light 

depending on how the shades are directed. A great choice when 

you want a lot of light and want to keep a space open. Colton 

spotlight is only 18 cm from a ceiling.

H: 18 cm

Ø: 20 cm 

3 x GU10 Max. 7W

IP20

K35912O-3MU 6430062564839

Colton O 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Round timeless 3-part ceiling light with chrome details. Three 

directable shades give a either good spotlight or general light 

depending on how the shades are directed. A great choice when 

you want a lot of light and want to keep a space open. Colton 

spotlight is only 18 cm from a ceiling.

H: 18 cm

Ø: 20 cm 

3 x GU10 Max. 7W

IP20

K35912O-3VA 6430062564846

Colton 3-lt ceiling spotlight

This ceiling lamp has a timeless simplistic design, chromed 

details and three adjustable light sources on arms. An excellent 

choice when ample illumination is required, for example in the 

hall.

H: 18 cm

W: 48,5 cm 

3 x GU10 Max. 7W

IP20

K35912-3V 6430062562224

Lewis 3-lt ceiling spotlight

White spotligt with chrome plated and adjustable arms. Turn the 

shades as needed to obtain optimal lighting. Only extends 23.5 

cm from the ceiling.

H: 23,5 cm

W: 48,5 cm

IP20

K36712-3V 6430062562606

Lewis wall lamp

Sand white wall lamp with adjustable chrome plated arm. 

Suitable as a reading light by the bed or the armchair.

D: 19 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

S36712-1V 6430062562590
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Lia clip-spot

A timeless clip-spot in black with a shade in metal. As  there is no 

need to attach the  luminaire with screws, it is easy to find a spot 

for it and it can effortlessly be moved from one place to another. 

The jointed shade facilitates efforless directing of the light.

H: 11 cm

W: 10 cm

E14 Max. 5W

IP20

N49310-1MU 6430062565430

Lia clip-spot

A timeless clip-spot in white with a shade in metal. As  there is 

no need to attach the  luminaire with screws, it is easy to find a 

spot for it and it can effortlessly be moved from one place to 

another. The jointed shade facilitates efforless directing of the 

light.

H: 11 cm

W: 10 cm

E14 Max. 5W

IP20

N49310-1VA 6430062565447

Mario O 3-lt ceiling spotlight

A round and timeless 3-light ceiling spotligt with details in 

chrome. Three easily adjustable heads on rotatable arms. This 

luminaire is the perfect solution when you need to light up a 

room while keeping it spacious.

H: 18 cm

Ø: 30 cm 

3 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812O-3MU 6430062565720

Mario O 3-lt ceiling spotlight

A round and timeless 3-light ceiling spotligt with details in 

chrome. Three easily adjustable heads on rotatable arms. This 

luminaire is the perfect solution when you need to light up a 

room while keeping it spacious.

H: 18 cm

Ø: 30 cm 

3 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812O-3VA 6430062565713

Mario 4-lt ceiling spotlight

Spotlight Mario has four adjustable spots. This timeless light is 

perfect for narrow spaces, such as hallways. Easy installation 

with ceiling hook. Lamp plug is included. 4 x

GU10  Max. 35W 

IP20 230V ~50/60Hz Height:  21 cm Width:  69,5 cm

H: 21 cm

W: 69,5 cm

4 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812-4VA 6430062565478

Mario 6-lt ceiling spotlight

The all-metal 6-light Mario ceiling spotlight will provide ample 

amonts of directed light in any space. The details in chrome add 

a little modern finesse. 

H: 21 cm

W: 119 cm

6 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812-6VA 6430062565485
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Mario 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Ceiling spotlight with three light sources. Easily adjust the beams 

of light as needed. Chrome plated details give a feel of 

contemporary elegance.

H: 20 cm

W: 60,5 cm

3 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812-3MU 6430062565003

Mario 3-lt ceiling spotlight

Ceiling spotlight with three light sources. Easily adjust the beams 

of light as needed. Chrome plated details give a feel of 

contemporary elegance.

H: 20 cm

W: 60,5 cm

3 x GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

K22812-3V 6430012959968

Mario wall lamp

Mario is a white, wall-mounted spotlight, with a freely adjustable 

shade. Lighting is aptly directed in a matter of seconds. The 

surface mounted switch facilitates installation with the cord 

hidden.

D: 15 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

S22812-1M 6430062565010

Mario wall lamp

Mario is a white, wall-mounted spotlight, with a freely adjustable 

shade. Lighting is aptly directed in a matter of seconds. The 

surface mounted switch facilitates installation with the cord 

hidden.

D: 15 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP20

S22812-1V 6430012959951

Max wall lamp

Contemporary wall mounted spotlight with chrome details. The 

LED light source provides a bright and focused reading light 

without heating.

D: 15 cm

IP20

S18412-1V 6430012958831 

Odette table lamp

Wonderful table lamp for work and and reading. Chrome plated 

details and the black and white fabric cord give a contemporary 

feel.

H: 44 cm

W: 13 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

P36417-1M 6430062562804
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Odette table lamp

Wonderful table lamp for work and and reading. Chrome plated 

details and the black and white fabric cord give a contemporary 

feel.

H: 44 cm

W: 13 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

P36417-1V 6430062562811 

Odette wall lamp

Odette is a stylistically pure, easily placed wall lamp. Two hinges 

and an adjustable shade facilitate easy directing of the light. The 

long arm gives great versatility.

H: 36 cm

D: 20-90 cm

E27 Max. 10W

IP20

S36410-1VA 6430062563757

Odette 1-lt floor lamp

Modern floor lamp, perfect as extra light by the armchair or the 

desk. This slender lamp does not require a lot of space.

H: 150 cm

W: 23 cm

E14

IP20

L36417-1M 6430062562545 

Odette 1-lt floor lamp

Modern floor lamp, perfect as extra light by the armchair or the 

desk. This slender lamp does not require a lot of space.

H: 150 cm

W: 23 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

 L36417-1V 6430062562552 

Odette 2-lt floor lamp

A great contemporary floor lamp. Two adjustable shades 

facilitate easy directing of the light. Superb as extra light for the 

bedroom or the living room.

H: 150 cm

W: 23 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

 L36417-2VA 6430062563696 

Noomi 3-lt ceiling plafoniere

Timelessly elegant ceiling lamp with three adjustable shades. 

This great lamp gives plenty of light and is sufficient also for 

bigger rooms. The lamp reaches only 30 cm below the ceiling 

and gives a fine sense of space.

H: 30.5 cm

Ø: 48 cm 

3 x E14 Max. 28W

IP20

K40210-3VA 6430062563535
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Noomi 6-lt ceiling plafoniere

Timelessly elegant ceiling lamp with six adjustable shades. This 

great lamp gives plenty of light and is sufficient also for bigger 

rooms. The lamp reaches only 30 cm below the ceiling and gives 

a fine sense of space.

H: 30.5 cm

Ø: 59 cm

6 x E14 Max. 28W

IP20

K40210-6MU 6430062563542

Mavis hanging lamp

A timeless hanging-lamp in matt white that disperses the light 

gently into the entire space. A great choice when you need 

effective general lighting and an inconspicuous hanging lamp. 

The height of the shade is only 15 cm, so it will also fit in places 

with lower than standard height. The luminaire can be made 

more spectacular by fitting it with a spiral-filament LED -bulb. 

The luminaaire is constructed for easy intallation on hook and 

comes fitted with a luminaire-plug.

H: 15 cm

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48317-1VA 6430062565317

Viola wall lamp

Viola is a great wall lamp with a golden inside. The glossy white 

shade and elegant design makes this lamp an immensely popular 

interior detail, and it takes the style of your room to the next 

level. The cord is equipped with a switch,

E27 / 40 W.

H: 13 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

S1976-1V 6430012959319

Viola hanging lamp

Viola is a great hanging lamp with a golden inside. The glossy 

white shade and elegant design makes this lamp an immensely 

popular interior detail, and it takes the style of your room to the 

next level. Easy installation with ceiling hook. Lamp plug is 

included,

E27 / 60 W.

H: 26 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1976-1V 6430012959029

Vega hanging lamp

Vega is a beautiful classical hanging lamp. The white glass shade 

fills the room with wonderful light.

Ø: 35 cm 

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1676-1V 6430012957988 

Valentin table lamp

Valentin is a lovely unique metallic table lamp with a hat-shaped 

shade. This wonderful lamp is a great choice for the sideboard or 

the bedside table.

H: 40 cm

Ø: 20 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P37317-1M 6430062562781
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Valentin table lamp

Valentin is a lovely unique metallic table lamp with a hat-shaped 

shade. This wonderful lamp is a great choice for the sideboard or 

the bedside table.

H: 40 cm

Ø: 20 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P37317-1V 6430062562798

Margot wall lamp

Timeless and purely designed wall lamp. The hinged wall mount 

and the flexible rubber arm facilitate precise adjusting.

H: 21 cm

D: 20-60 cm

E27 Max. 10W

IP20

S38010-1V 6430062562934

Tamara wall lamp

A wonderful Scandinavian style wall lamp with a conical shade. 

This elegant lamp is a great choice by the bed or in the study. 

The shade is adjustable for optimal lighting.

H: 18 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

S846-1M 6430012956592

Tamara wall lamp

A wonderful Scandinavian style wall lamp with a conical shade. 

This elegant lamp is a great choice by the bed or in the study. 

The shade is adjustable for optimal lighting.

H: 18 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

S846-1V 6430012956608 

Jack table lamp

The timeless and elegant table lamp Jack is made from metal. 

This is a hip choice for the bedroom or the office table. Height 

and screen size are meticulously balanced in order to obtain 

optimal lighting characteristics. Great directional control of the 

light beam thanks to the adjustable shade.

E27 socket ensures abundant illuminating capacity.

H: 57 cm

W: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

P21417-1M 6430012959685 

Jack table lamp

The timeless and elegant table lamp Jack is made from metal. 

This is a hip choice for the bedroom or the office table. Height 

and screen size are meticulously balanced in order to obtain 

optimal lighting characteristics. Great directional control of the 

light beam thanks to the adjustable shade.

E27 socket ensures abundant illuminating capacity.

H: 57 cm

W: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

P21417-1V 6430012959654 
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Jack wall lamp

Jack is a timeless and stylish wall lamp. Perfect as a bedroom 

reading light or by the armchair. The adjustable shade provides 

great directional control of the light beam.

H: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

S21417-1M 6430012959609 

Jack wall walm

Jack is a timeless and stylish wall lamp. Perfect as a bedroom 

reading light or by the armchair. The adjustable shade provides 

great directional control of the light beam.

H: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

S21417-1V 6430012959616

Jack wall lamp

Jack is a timeless and stylish wall lamp. Perfect as a bedroom 

reading light or by the armchair. The adjustable shade provides 

great directional control of the light beam.

H: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

S21417-1VI 6430012959630

Jack floor lamp

Jack is a timeless and stylish floor lamp. Perfect as a reading light 

for the bedroom or by the armchair. Great directional control of 

the light beam thanks to the adjustable shade.

H: 153 cm

W: 33 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L21417-1M 6430012959586 

Jack floor lamp

Jack is a timeless and stylish floor lamp. Perfect as a reading light 

for the bedroom or by the armchair. Great directional control of 

the light beam thanks to the adjustable shade.

H: 153 cm

W: 33 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

L21417-1V 6430012959579 

Jade table lamp

Modern table lamp with adjustable shade. The sizeable shade 

gives great reading light.

H: 55 cm

W: 20 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

P40317-1MU 6430062563665
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Jade floor lamp

Modern floor lamp with adjustable shade. This wonderful lamp is 

great as a reading lamp, for example in the living room. Slender 

design with footswitch and flat base plate.

H: 150 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 28W

IP20

L40317-1MU 6430062563641 

Jade 3-lt ceiling lamp

Modern chandelier with three adjustable shades. This great lamp 

gives an even, powerful light.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 60 cm  

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

 K40317-3MU 6430062563634 

Felix 1 track-spot light

Felix 1 is a classically designed, railmounted and dimmable LED 

spotlight. A timelessly elegant lamp that fits any room. Includes 

GB67 power supply compatible with Global base & Lytespan 1 / 

LP 1-rails. Can upon request be delivered with GLOBAL trac-3 

power supply.

H: 14 cm

GU10 Max. 50W

IP20

K18712-1M 6430062561715

Felix 1 track-spot light

Felix 1 is a classically designed rail mounted spotlight with a 

dimmable LED light source. With its white colour and timeless 

design the lamp fits in a variety of rooms and interior styles. 

Delivered with a GB67 power source, which is compatible with 

GLOBAL base & Lytespan 1 / LP 1-rails. Can also be delivered 

with GLOBAL trac-3 power source upon request. LED light source 

is included.

H: 14 cm

GU10 Max. 50W

IP20

K18712-1V 6430012958879

Odin 1-lt track-spotlight

Timeless and elegant, rail mounted spotlight. The metal frame 

and glass shade together give the interior a generous sense of 

refinement. GB67 power source, which is compatible with 

GLOBAL base & Lytespan 1 / LP 1-rails.

GU10 Max. 50W

IP20

GB67 K871-1A 6430012956660 

Odin 1-lt track-spotlight

Timeless and elegant, rail mounted spotlight. The metal frame 

and glass shade together give the interior a generous sense of 

refinement. GB67 power source, which is compatible with 

GLOBAL base & Lytespan 1 / LP 1-rails.

GU10 Max. 50W

IP20

GB67 K871-1S 6430012956639 
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Chad wall lamp

A beautiful flower-like wall lamp consisting of a black metal 

frame and a round frosted glass dome. The frosted glass dome 

reflects light softly into the space.

D: 14 cm 

Ø: 20 cm

G9 Max. 25W

S45618-1MU 6430062564730

Mason hanging lamp

Lovely hanging lamp with a spherical white glass shade. Mason 

fills the room with a soft and relaxing sheen. Easy installation 

with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K41110-1MME 6430062563702

Reese 6-lt hanging lamp

A modern black hanging-lamp with 6 lights and white spherical 

partially patterned glass shades. The white shades create a soft 

light. Construction for easy installation on hook. Comes fitted 

with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 150 cm

W: 92 cm

6 x G9 Max. 5W

IP20

K54118-6MU 6430062566352

Dixie hanging lamp

Dixie is a elegant luminaire in Art Deco style. The matt black 

cylindrical upper part with details in brass creates a interesting 

contrast to the white, rounded glass-shade.

The light is emitted straight through the opening in the bottom 

of the glass shade as well as softly through the glass. The 

luminaire will find its place equally easy in homes as it will in 

public spaces. The diameter of the beautiful glass-shade is 25 

cm. The luminaire is easy to install, thanks to installtion designed 

for ceiling-hook attachment.  The luminaire-plug is also supplied 

and already fitted to the lamp.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 25 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K49518-1MU 6430062565508

Remi hanging lamp

A elegant Art deco -style hanging lamp. The back metal parts and 

details in brushed brass create an interesting contrast to the 

white ceramic shade. The light is emmited from the openins in 

the shades and the shade will allow a small amount of light to 

escape through it. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 28 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48818-1MU 6430062565379

Millie hanging lamp

A elegant Art deco -style hanging lamp. The back metal parts and 

details in brushed brass create an interesting contrast to the 

white ceramic shade. The light is emmited from the openins in 

the shades and the shade will allow a small amount of light to 

escape through it. Diameter 25 cm. Construction for easy 

installation on hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K49718-1MU 6430062565522
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Edith 3-lt hanging lamp

A 3-light hanging-lamp with matt white glass shades and a 

modern frame in matt black. The matt white glass-shades create 

soft general lighting. Edith would find it's place well above your 

dining-room table. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 30 cm

W: 35 cm 

3 x G9 Max. 25W

IP20

K49618-3MU 6430062565515

Raven 3-lt hanging lamp

A elegant 3-light hanging lamp with ceramic shades in tulip-

inspired shape. The black metal parts and details in brushed 

brass create an interesting contrast to the white ceramic shades. 

The light is emmited from the openings in the shades and the 

shades themselves will allow a small amount of light to escape 

through them, making the shades emit a warm glow. A 

combination of classic and modern. Construction for easy 

installation on hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 30 cm

W: 69 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K49918-3MU 6430062565546

Maxence 3-lt hanging lamp

A elegant, 3-light Art deco -style hanging lamp. The black metal 

parts and details in brushed brass create an interesting contrast 

to the white ceramic shades. The light is emmited from the 

openings in the shades and the shades themselves will allow a 

small amount of light to escape through them, making the 

shades emit a warm glow. Construction for easy installation on 

hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 30 cm

W: 68,5 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48618-3MU 6430062565355

Cosette 3-lt hanging lamp

A elegant, round 3-light Art deco -style hanging lamp. The back 

metal parts and details in brushed brass create an interesting 

contrast to the white ceramic shades. The light is emmited from 

the openings in the shades and the shades themselves will allow 

a small amount of light to escape through them, making the 

shades emit a warm glow. Construction for easy installation on 

hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 35 cm

Ø: 35 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K49118-3MU 6430062565409

Trinity 3-lt hanging lamp

A elegant, 3-light Art deco -style hanging lamp. The black metal 

parts and details in brushed brass create an interesting contrast 

to the white ceramic shades. The light is emmited from the 

openings in the shades and the shades themselves will allow a 

small amount of light to escape through them, making the 

shades emit a warm glow. Construction for easy installation on 

hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 30 cm

W: 69 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50018-3MU 6430062565553

Banker's table lamp

This classical design brings elegance back. The brass coloured 

foot and green glass shade come together in beautiful harmony.

H: 36 cm

W: 27 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

P33117-1VI 6430062562125 
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Iris 3-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant three part ceiling lamp. 

Enhances the feeling of refinement in the room and is easily 

placed, for example in hall. Easy installation with ceiling hook 

and lamp plug.

Ø: 42 cm 

3 x E14 40W

IP20

K11010-3V 6430012958909 

Iris 3-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant antique brass finished 

three part ceiling lamp. Enhances the feeling of refinement in 

the room and is easily placed, for example in hall. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 42 cm 

3 x E14 40W

IP20

K11010-3A 6430012957261 

Iris 3-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant three part ceiling lamp. 

Enhances the feeling of refinement in the room and is easily 

placed, for example in the hall. Easy installation with ceiling hook 

and lamp plug.

Ø: 42 cm 

3 x E14 40W

IP20

K11010-3S 6430012957278 

Iris 5-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant antique brass finished five 

part ceiling lamp. Enhances the feeling of refinement in the 

room and is easily placed. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug. 5 X

E14 / 40W.

Ø: 50 cm

5 x

E14 40W

IP20

K11010-5A 6430012956851 

Iris 5-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant matte white finished five 

part ceiling lamp. Enhances the feeling of refinement in the 

room and is easily placed. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug. 5 X

E14 / 40W.

Ø: 50 cm

5 x

E14 40W

IP20

K11010-5V 6430012959340 

Iris 5-lt ceiling plafoniere

Iris is a timeless, powerful and elegant satin-metal finished five 

part ceiling lamp. Enhances the feeling of refinement in the 

room and is easily placed. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug. 5 X

E14 / 40W.

Ø: 50 cm

5 x

E14 40W

IP20

K11010-5S 6430012957377 
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Saga 5-lt ceiling chandelier

Exuberant matte white chandelier. Five elegant glass shades 

distribute light evenly across the room. Saga elevates the entire 

interior and is a great choice for the living room or over the 

dining table. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 48 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

K28810-5V 6430062561302 

Willa 6-lt hanging lamp

Contemporary hanging lamp with six arms. Light is distributed 

evenly in all directions from this elegant lamp.

Ø: 45 cm

6 x G9 Max. 25W

IP20

K36018-6MU 6430062562613

Zena 40 hanging lamp

A spectacular pendant light that has got inspiration from a 

flower. The metal plates oriented in different directions are like 

the leaves of a flower and the white glass balls resemble blooms. 

Light shines softly through six glass balls, creating efficient 

general lighting.

Ø: 40 cm

6 x G9 Max. 5W

IP20

K54018-40MU 6430062566338

Zena 40 hanging lamp

A spectacular pendant light that has got inspiration from a 

flower. The metal plates oriented in different directions are like 

the leaves of a flower and the white glass balls resemble blooms. 

Light shines softly through six glass balls, creating efficient 

general lighting.

Ø: 40 cm

6 x G9 Max. 5W

IP20

K54018-40VA 6430062566345

Athena 3-lt hanging lamp

A 3-light hanging-lamp with brushed brass colored lamp-holder 

cylinders and double layered glass shades. The matt white inner 

glass prevents glare and the clear outer glass creates a beautiful 

lighting effect. Classic and modern are combined in this 

luminaire and therefore it will find it's place i various different 

interior designs. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 30 cm

W: 70 cm 

3 x E14 Max. 40W

IP20

K49418-3AM 6430062565492

Brice hanging lamp

A petite and elegant hanging-lamp with a shade in glass and 

brushed brass colored metal parts. Will be spectacular in goups 

of several luminaires but is also well suited alone in smaller 

spaces.

H: 120 cm

W: 15 cm

E14 Max. 25W

IP20

K53818-1KI 6430062566291
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Avi 3-lt hanging lamp

A stylish 3-light hanging lamp with black fittings, clear glass 

shades and details in bruhed brass. The light is smoothly filtered 

through the glass shades. This luminaire is easy to place, it will fit 

in nicely above your dining-tabe, as general lighting in your living-

room or in your entrance-hall. Construction for easy installation 

on hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

W: 75 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 25W

IP20

K53618-3KI 6430062566277

Beth clip-spot

Stunning chromed clamp spotlight that has a glass shade. It is 

easy to find suitable spot for a clamp lamp and even easier to 

move around. Directable shade gives you full control of the 

lighting.

H: 12 cm

W: 8 cm

E14 Max. 4W

IP20

N16610-1K 6430062565027

Beth clip-spot

Stunning white clamp spotlight that has a glass shade. It is easy 

to find suitable spot for a clamp lamp and even easier to move 

around. Directable shade gives you full control of the lighting.

H: 12 cm

W: 8 cm

E14 Max. 4W

IP20

N16610-1V 6430062565034

Beth wall lamp

Wonderful chrome coloured wall lamp with a glass shade. 

Perfect as bedroom reading light. The shade is joint mounted for 

convenient direction of the light.

D: 15 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

S16610-1K 6430012957841 

Beth clip-spot

Wonderful white wall lamp with a glass shade. Perfect as 

bedroom reading light. The shade is joint mounted for 

convenient direction of the light.

D: 15 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

S16610-1V 6430012958213 

Beth 3-lt ceiling light

Chrome coloured ceiling spotlight with three light sources. Gives 

the room a modern feeling and spreads an even, smooth light. 

The light sources have joints and can be freely pointed as 

desired. Perfect fit for rooms that require a petite lamp with 

good illumination properties. Works well for example in the hall. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 13 cm

Ø: 34 cm 

3 x E14 40W

IP20

K16610-3K 6430012957858
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Beth 3-lt ceiling light

Matte white coloured ceiling spotlight with three light sources. 

Gives the room a modern feeling and spreads an even, smooth 

light. The light sources have joints and can be freely pointed as 

desired. Perfect fit for rooms that require a petite lamp with 

good illumination properties. Works well for example in the hall. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 13 cm

Ø: 34 cm 

3 x E14 40W

IP20

K16610-3V 6430012958220

Elsa table lamp

Posh table lamp with a luxurious glass foot. White fabric shade is 

included. Great lamp to enhance the atmosphere in many kinds 

of rooms. Height 40.5 cm.

E14 / 40W.

H: 41 cm

Ø: 23 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P21717-1V 6430012959548 

Solange table lamp

Solange is an elegant and refined table lamp with a luxurious 

crystal foot. The white fabric shade spreads a wonderful soft 

light.

H: 37 cm

Ø 22 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

 P40917-1VA 6430062563627

Jewel table lamp

Jewel is a beautiful table lamp made of glass frame and white 

fabric shade. Jewel illuminates soft ambient light. The height is 

54 cm high hence lamp is suitable also for larger tables.

H: 54 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

P44017-1KI 6430062564426

Etta table lamp

Etta is an exquisite table lamp, covered with sparkling mirror 

glass and equipped with a white shade.

H: 47,5 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27

IP20

P36617-1KI 6430062562576

Eva table lamp

Eva is an exquisite table lamp, covered with sparkling mirror 

glass and equipped with a white shade that softly distributes the 

light. This lamp is easily placed in different rooms and creates an 

exuberant and vivid feeling.

H: 37 cm

Ø: 25 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P21317-1RU 6430062562583
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Eva table lamp

Eva is an exquisite table lamp, covered with sparkling mirror 

glass and equipped with a white shade that softly distributes the 

light. This lamp is easily placed in different rooms and creates an 

enjoyable and vivid feeling.

H: 37 cm

Ø: 25 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P21317-1V 6430012959555

Elita floor lamp

Elita is a straightforward and elegant floor lamp, with crystal 

ornaments giving it an exclusive feel. A delightful, soft light is 

spread through the white fabric shade. The lamp stands 1.5 m 

tall and is perfect for bringing extra light to the living room or the 

bedroom.

H: 150 cm

Ø: 38 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

L30817-1K 6430062561586

Catalina wall lamp

Chrome finished mirror surfaces and glass crystals together form 

this lamp that radiates style and elegance. 

D: 13 cm

G9 Max. 33W

IP20

S9712-1K 6430012956769 

Mandi ceiling plafoniere

The round, chrome plated ceiling piece, and gorgeous glass 

prisms, together form a divinely delectable lamp. Mandi will take 

bedroom romance to new heights. Easy installation with ceiling 

hook and lamp plug.

H: 27 cm

Ø: 40 cm

4 x G9 Max. 40W

IP20

K31017-4K 6430062561609

Firmino 5-lt ceiling plafoniere

Light up the whole room with the stylish 5-part ceiling lamp 

Firmino.

H: 42 cm

5 x G9 Max. 28W

IP20

K11212-5K 6430012956899

Isabel hanging lamp

Wonderful chandelier with acrylic prisms and chrome plated 

frame. This lamp will elevate the feeling of luxury and class and 

it has great lighting properties. Easy installation with ceiling hook 

and lamp plug.

H: 47 cm

Ø: 36 cm

E27 Max. 42W

IP20

K32517-1K 6430062561838
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Kylo 3-lt hanging lamp

Billiard pendant lamp made of glass domes, black metal frame 

with brass-colored details. The length of the wires is freely 

adjustable. Glass domes can be hanged even or at different 

heights.

H: 37 cm

W: 60 cm

D: 9 cm 

3 x E14 Max. 25W

K45518-3MU 6430062564723

Manon 3-lt hanging lamp

A modern hanging lamp in black with three glass shades in light 

smoke -color. Details in brushed brass.  Construction for easy 

installation on hook and fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

W: 65 cm 

3 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K53718-3KI 6430062566284

Marine hanging lamp

Marine is an impressive hanging lamp with a thalassic 

appearance. The round glass shade is suspended in a woven 

linen net. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 30 cm

E27 60W

IP20

K15914-1K 6430012957803 

Noel 1-lt hanging lamp

A elegant hanging-lamp with a clear glass shade and metal parts 

in matt black.  The patterned glass-shades brings elegance and 

style to any interior. Kaunis kuvioitu lasikupu tuo eleganttia 

tyyliä sisustukseen. Valaisin sopii parhaiten useamman 

kappaleen kokonaisuutena mutta myös pienempiin tiloihin 

yksittäin. Construction for easy installation on hook and easy 

hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

K53918-1KI 6430062566321

Noel 1-lt hanging lamp

A elegant hanging-lamp with a  smoke-grey color glass shade and 

metal parts in matt black.  The patterned glass-shades brings 

elegance and style to any interior. Kaunis kuvioitu lasikupu tuo 

eleganttia tyyliä sisustukseen. Valaisin sopii parhaiten 

useamman kappaleen kokonaisuutena mutta myös pienempiin 

tiloihin yksittäin. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -

plug. 

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

K53918-1SH 6430062566307

Noel 1-lt hanging lamp

A elegant hanging-lamp with a green tinted glass shade and 

metal parts in matt black.  The patterned glass-shades brings 

elegance and style to any interior. Kaunis kuvioitu lasikupu tuo 

eleganttia tyyliä sisustukseen. Valaisin sopii parhaiten 

useamman kappaleen kokonaisuutena mutta myös pienempiin 

tiloihin yksittäin. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -

plug. 

Ø: 20 cm

E27 Max. 25W

IP20

K53918-1VI 6430062566314
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Laurel hanging lamp

Elevate the rooms feeling of greatness and class with Laurel. The 

lamp features a beautiful glass shade and brass coloured details.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 29 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K27718-1ME 6430062560978

Sanni hanging lamp

Sanni is a wonderfully hefty hanging lamp with a smoky gray 

shade. A great choice for the bedroom or over the kitchen table.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 27 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K22218-1SH 6430012959852 

Thea telescopic ceiling lamp

A brushed brass -colored telescopic ceiling plafoniere with a 

shade in clear glass. It is well suited for both classical and 

modern interiors. Height from the ceiling to the lowermost part 

of the shade adjustable from 79 to 97 cm. Construction for easy 

installation on hook. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 79-97 cm

Ø/W: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50717-1ME 6430062565584

Addie table lamp

Addie table lamp is made of strong Manila fiber, hence is 

ecological choice that creates a natural atmosphere in the space. 

Lamp is 45 cm high so it is easy to place on both bedside tables 

and side tables.

H: 45 cm

Ø: 30 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

P44617-1LV 6430062564525

Arlette hanging lamp

Large Arlette rattan pendant light is impressive in its simplicity. 

Long rattan strips, despite their large size, make the pendant 

looks airy. Choose larger bulbs to finalize the design.

H: 80 cm

Ø: 50 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K45117-1LV 6430062564655

Aspen hanging lamp

A large diameter hanging-lamp in natural light-colored rattan. 

The wide shade disperses the light beautifully over a large area, 

creating optimal general lighting. Thanks to it's simple shape it is 

easy to place in different interiors. Diameter 70 cm. Yhe height 

of the shade is around 25 cm, so it can also be placed in spaces 

with less than normal celing-height. Construction for easy 

installation on hook and easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes 

fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 25 cm

Ø: 70 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50317-1LV 6430062565591
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Aya S hanging lamp

A small and slender hanging-lamp in bamboo that is excellent 

either for boho-themed interiors or as to bring a feel of natural 

warmth to a more minimalistic space. Construction for easy 

installation on hook and easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes 

fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 35 cm

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48117S-1LV 6430062565294

Cecilia 6-lt ceiling plafoniere

This beautiful ceiling lamp with six light sources effortlessly fills 

also larger rooms with light. The glass shades represent flowers 

at the end of the branch-like arms. Easy installation with ceiling 

hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 70 cm

6 x E14 40W

IP20

K6710-6R 6430012956400 

Alex 2-lt hanging lamp

2 light pendant made of rubberwood (Hevea brasiliensis). 

Graphite grey and wood create a beautiful colour combination. 

This is a stylish lamp that fits perfectly over the dining table. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

H: 30 cm

W: 63 cm 

2  X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K1381-2GH 6430012957254

Celine hanging lamp

The cute luminaire in ratta in rattan will surely arouse your 

interest. The weave in rattan highlights the natural material and 

makes the shape seem almost alive. The light filters beutifully 

through the openings in the weaves. Construction for easy 

installation on hook and easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes 

fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 40 cm

Ø: 38 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50617-1BE 6430062565621

Coco hanging lamp

Light and easygoing hanging lamp made from rattan. Gives the 

room a natural feel. Tailor the appearance by choosing a light 

source you like.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

 K40217-1LV 6430062563511

Eloise hanging lamp

A large bamboo rattan pendant light is a good choice for general 

lighting, bringing a warm cozy atmosphere and depth to 

interiors. As a natural material, a bamboo rattan luminaire is 

easily placed in different interiors. The lamp has a diameter of 55 

cm and a height of 60 cm. Socket

E27.

H: 60 cm

Ø: 55 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K46317-1LV 6430062564822 
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Gabin hanging lamp

This hanging-lamp made of Manilla-twine brings a warm, natural 

feel to any space. The light filters beautifully from between the 

twines and fom the opening on the underside. This luminaire will 

fit right in in a boho -inspired interior and also in a more 

minimalistic space, bringing a warm ambiance and layering of 

different styles. Construction for easy installation on hook and 

easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -

plug. 

H: 35 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48917-1LV 6430062565386

Colette hanging lamp

Light and easygoing hanging lamp made from rattan. Gives the 

room a natural feel. This is a great choice for the home as well as 

public spaces.

H: 35 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K40817-1LV 6430062563610

Isa clip-spot lamp

A a metal clip-spot in black and wood-color. As  there is no need 

to attach the  luminaire with screws, it is easy to find a spot for it 

and it can effortlessly be moved from one place to another. The 

jointed shade facilitates efforless directing of the light.

H: 15 cm

Ø: 16 cm

E14 Max. 5W

IP20

N49210-1MU 6430062565416

Isa clip-spot lamp

A a metal clip-spot in white and wood-color. As  there is no need 

to attach the  luminaire with screws, it is easy to find a spot for it 

and it can effortlessly be moved from one place to another. The 

jointed shade facilitates efforless directing of the light.

H: 15 cm

Ø: 15 cm

E14 Max. 5W

IP20

N49210-1VA 6430062565423

Luz table lamp

A petite rattan table-lamp with a cylindrical shade. Thank's to its 

small size it will easily find a place in your hallway, on a side 

table in your livingroom or at your nightstand. The light is 

filtered through the shade, creating a warm athmosphere. 

Height 32 cm, diameter 15 cm.

H: 32 cm

Ø: 15 cm

E14 Max. 15W

IP20

P50517-1LV 6430062565614

Renee hanging lamp

A gorgeous hanging-lamp in rattan, perfect for creating a warm 

athmosphere. The strands of rattan have a wavy shape that 

highlights the natural style and catches your attention. Height 45 

cm, largest diameter 40 cm.  Construction for easy installation on 

hook and easy hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a 

luminaire -plug. 

H: 45 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50417-1LV 6430062565607
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Sadie table lamp

Easy placed and neutral table lamp made of rattan, which brings 

a natural atmosphere to space.

H: 42 cm

Ø: 23 cm

E27 Max. 40W

P44517-1LV 6430062564501

Sadie hanging lamp

Light and easygoing hanging lamp made from rattan. Gives the 

room a natural feel.

H: 36 cm

Ø: 41 cm

E27 Max. 42W

IP20

K32617-1L 6430062562101

Sadie XL hanging lamp

Sadie XL in bamboo-rattan brings a soothing natural ambiance 

and light to any space. As its diameter is 50 cm, it is suitable for 

larger spaces aswell. Perfect in bedrooms or placed above the 

dining-table. Construction for easy installation on hook and easy 

hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug. 

H: 40 cm

Ø: 50 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K32617XL-1LV 6430062565669

Suzette hanging lamp

The two overlapping rattan shades create an unique hanging 

lamp. Rattan adds warmth and natural feeling into the space.  

Most of the light is directed downwards, but some of the light 

also shines beautifully through the rattan rims.

H: 31 cm

Ø: 40 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K43817-1LV 6430062564396

Demi 1 hanging lamp

Lovely hanging lamp with an exquisitely shaped black metallic 

mesh shade. The feel of the lamp is determined by choice of light 

source. Use to create sweet low key ambience lighting or as a 

powerful and clear allround lamp. This is a great choice for 

homes as well as cafés and restaurants.

H: 43 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K40418-1MU 6430062563566

Demi 2 hanging lamp

Lovely hanging lamp with an exquisitely shaped black metallic 

mesh shade. The feel of the lamp is determined by choice of light 

source. Use to create sweet low key ambience lighting or as a 

powerful and clear allround lamp. This is a great choice for 

homes as well as cafés and restaurants.

H: 43 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

 K40518-1MU 6430062563573
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Demi 3 hanging lamp

Lovely hanging lamp with an exquisitely shaped black metallic 

mesh shade. The feel of the lamp is determined by choice of light 

source. Use to create sweet low key ambience lighting or as a 

powerful and clear allround lamp. This is a great choice for 

homes as well as cafés and restaurants.

H: 43 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K40618-1MU 6430062563580

Alaia hanging lamp

The Alaia is a octagon shaped hanging -lamp made of fine metal-

wire.The light filters from between the wires creating a 

interesting athmosphere. Diameter 30 cm and height 32 cm. 

Construction for easy installation on hook and easy hanging-

height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 32 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50817-1MU 6430062565676

Charlize hanging lamp

Charlize is an easy-to-place modern metal pendant luminaire. 

Light shines beautifully through metal wires into the space, 

creating a relaxed ambiance. Wires give softness and make 

luminaire unique.  Finish the luminaire with an impressive lamp. 

We recommend a lamp of at least size G80.

H: 36 cm

Ø: 27 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K46517-1MU 6430062564891

Mae hanging lamp

A timeless spherical hanging-lamp, that easily will find its place 

in various different spaces and interior styles. By choosing 

different bulbs you can easily affect the style and purpose, from 

a beautiful ambiance-light to a bright general light. Mae will find 

its place in both homes and public spaces such as cafés or 

reataurants. Diameter 35 cm, height of the shade 28 cm. 

Construction for easy installation on hook and easy hanging-

height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 28 cm

Ø: 35 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50217-1MU 6430062565577

Penny hanging lamp

A magnificent handmade chain-mail -inspired hanging-lamp in 

matt black metal. The small intertwined metal-loops create a 

very interesting filter for the light that trickles through it.  By 

choosing different bulbs you can easily affect the style and 

purpose, from a beautiful ambiance-light to a bright general 

light. Penny will find its place in both homes and public spaces 

such as cafés or reataurants. Diameter 48 cm, height of the 

shade 50 cm. Construction for easy installation on hook and easy 

hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 50 cm

Ø: 48 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K50117-1MU 6430062565560

Valerie hanging lamp

Flamboyant hanging lamp with leather decorations. Valerie 

provides an idyllic, rustic feel. This is a great choice over the 

dining table or for the living room.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K38817-1MU 6430062563030
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Venla hanging lamp

A timless matt black metal-net hanging-lamp that easily will find 

its place in various different spaces and interior designs. By 

choosing different bulbs you can easily affect the style and 

purpose, from a beautiful ambiance-light to a bright general 

light. Venla will find its place in both homes and public spaces 

such as cafés or reataurants. Diameter 30 cm, height of the 

shade 36 cm. Construction for easy installation on hook and easy 

hanging-height adjustment. Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 36 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K48417-1MU 6430062565324

Sacha hanging lamp

Sacha is a wonderful hanging lamp, easily placed in different 

styles and rooms. Tailor the appearance to your liking with the 

right choice of light source.

H: 38 cm

Ø: 45 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K40717-1MU 6430062563603

Sacha hanging lamp

Sacha is a wonderful hanging lamp, easily placed in different 

styles and rooms. Tailor the appearance to your liking with the 

right choice of light source.

H: 38 cm

Ø: 45 cm

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K40717-1MU 6430062564808 

Paola hanging lamp

Drop shaped outer frame made from black metal string and 

translucent glass inner shade. Paola is the go-to lamp when a 

soft and sweet sheen is required. Easy installation with ceiling 

hook and lamp plug.

H: 41 cm

Ø: 32 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K24018-1M 6430062560299

Molly hanging lamp

Molly is a lovely hanging lamp with a beautiful, matte white, 

screen made from metallic mesh. An even, soft sheen is emitted 

throughout the room. Complements a wide variety of different 

interior styles. Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug.

E27 / 60W.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1906-1V 6430012958923

Lo 5-lt ceiling plafoniere

This elegant 5-light ceiling plafoniere / chandelier -combination 

will bring snazzy style  to spaces where a regular chandelier will 

not fit due to height-restraints. It creates beautiful general light 

wherever you choose to place it. Total height only 35 cm, 

diameter 47 cm.  Construction for easy installation on hook. 

Comes fitted with a luminaire -plug.

H: 35 cm

Ø: 47 cm

5 x E14 Max. 25W

IP20

K49017-5ME 6430062565393
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Maya table lamp

Antique brass coloured table lamp Maya has a wonderful, floral 

patterned, metallic shade with acrylic prisms. 1.8 m cord with 

switch. This pretty lamp spreads a lovely sheen.

H: 24 cm

Ø: 11 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P21617-1A 6430062561661

Maya table lamp

Tin coloured table lamp Maya has a wonderful, floral patterned, 

metallic shade with acrylic prisms. 1.8 m cord with switch. This 

pretty lamp spreads a lovely sheen.

H: 24 cm

Ø: 11 cm

E14 Max. 40W

IP20

P21617-1T 6430062560152

Maya hanging lamp

Antique brass coloured hanging lamp Maya has a wonderful, 

floral patterned, metallic shade with acrylic prisms. This pretty 

lamp spreads a lovely sheen. Easy installation with ceiling hook 

and lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 17 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K21617-1A 6430012959760 

Maya hanging lamp

Tin coloured hanging lamp Maya has a wonderful, floral 

patterned, metallic shade with acrylic prisms. This pretty lamp 

spreads a lovely sheen. Easy installation with ceiling hook and 

lamp plug.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 17 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K21617-1HO 6430012959753 

Naomi hanging lamp

Naomi is a posh antique brass coloured hanging lamp in multiple 

layers. The lamp is made from metal and features acrylic prisms. 

Easy installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug. Diameter at 

top 29.5 cm, height 22,5 cm.

E27 / 60W.

H: 23 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K21717-1A 6430012959784

Naomi hanging lamp

Naomi is a posh silver coloured hanging lamp in multiple layers. 

The lamp is made from metal and features acrylic prisms. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug. Diameter at top 

29.5 cm, height 22,5 cm.

E27 / 60W.

H: 23 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K21717-1HO 6430012959777
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Naomi hanging lamp

Naomi is a posh brass coloured hanging lamp in multiple layers. 

The lamp is made from metal and features acrylic prisms. Easy 

installation with ceiling hook and lamp plug. Diameter at top 

29.50 cm,

E27 / 60W.

H: 23 cm

Ø: 30 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K21717-1ME 6430012959791

Kim table lamp

Easily placed great table lamp that fills the room with a serene 

light. The marble-metallic foot draws attention to this 

magnificent lamp. Light source is sold separately.

H: 11 cm

Ø: 12 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

P23417-1CU 6430062560183 

Kim table lamp

Easily placed great table lamp that fills the room with a serene 

light. The marble-metallic foot draws attention to this 

magnificent lamp. Light source is sold separately.

H: 11 cm

Ø: 12 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

P23417-1ME 6430062560176 

Roy wall lamp

Roy is a magnificent wall light with a shelf and a USB charging 

port. The straightforward and minimalistic design readily 

accommodates the flamboyant LED light source of your choice. 

This is a great choice for a night lamp, complete with phone 

charging capability.

H: 15 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 10W

IP20

S39810-1MU 6430062563252

Roy wall lamp

Roy is a magnificent wall light with a shelf and a USB charging 

port. The straightforward and minimalistic design readily 

accommodates the flamboyant LED light source of your choice. 

This is a great choice for a night lamp, complete with phone 

charging capability.

H: 15 cm

W: 25 cm

E27 Max. 10W

IP20

S39810-1VA 6430062563269

Rocco hanging lamp

A simple hanging lamp with an

E27 socket. Create a stylish combination with several Rocco 

lamps. Rocco is easy to place for an example above a dining 

table to create an impressive wholeness. Thanks to the hook 

attachment and the lamp plug, the luminaire is attached to the 

ceiling easily. Note. a bulb is purchased separately. The 

luminaire fits Max. 40W

E27 lamps.

H: 7 cm

Ø: 5 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K45017-1KR 6430062564648
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Rocco hanging lamp

A simple hanging lamp with an

E27 socket. Create a stylish combination with several Rocco 

lamps. Rocco is easy to place for an example above a dining table 

to create an impressive wholeness. Thanks to the hook 

attachment and the lamp plug, the luminaire is attached to the 

ceiling easily. Note. a bulb is purchased separately. The 

luminaire fits Max. 40W

E27 lamps.

H: 7 cm

Ø: 5 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K45017-1MU 6430062564631

Rocco hanging lamp

A simple hanging lamp with an

E27 socket. Create a stylish combination with several Rocco 

lamps. Rocco is easy to place for an example above a dining table 

to create an impressive wholeness. Thanks to the hook 

attachment and the lamp plug, the luminaire is attached to the 

ceiling easily. Note. a bulb is purchased separately. The 

luminaire fits Max. 40W

E27 lamps.

H: 7 cm

Ø: 5 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K45017-1VA 6430062564624

Rocco hanging lamp

A simple hanging lamp with an

E27 socket. Create a stylish combination with several Rocco 

lamps. Rocco is easy to place for an example above a dining table 

to create an impressive wholeness. Thanks to the hook 

attachment and the lamp plug, the luminaire is attached to the 

ceiling easily. Note. a bulb is purchased separately. The 

luminaire fits Max. 40W

E27 lamps.

H: 7 cm

Ø: 5 cm 

E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K45017-1ME 6430062564617

Nell 6-lt ceiling plafoniere

Scandinavian 6-part ceiling made of metal and wood. A good 

choice for Scandinavian interiors and spaces that need a lot of 

light, but want to keep the space open.

H: 13 cm

Ø: 40 cm

6 x E27 Max. 40W

K45410-6VA 6430062564716

Marcel 6-lt ceiling plafoniere

Marcel ceiling light gives interior a modern look. The 6 light arms 

around the luminaire create wonderful general lighting while 

leaving the space open.

H: 20 cm

Ø: 71 cm

6 x E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K46617-6MU 6430062564907

Desiree 6-lt hanging lamp

Matte black modern 6-part pendant light with three light stems 

which can be freely adjusted. A great luminaire even for a larger 

spaces to bring plenty of light. Length of the stems 110 cm.

H: 80 cm

W: 115 cm

6 X E27 Max. 40W

IP20

K44117-6MU 6430062564433
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Pisces 12-lt hanging lamp

The matte black 12-lt Pisces pendant light suits even for larger 

spaces! The simple design of the luminaire makes it easy to place 

in different kinds of interiors. Choose simple white lamps when 

you want a simple outlook and make a statement with 

decorative bulbs. 

The diameter of the lamp is 95 cm, the lengths of the cords are 

100 cm. The luminaire has 12XE27 sockets (Max. 40W).The 

luminaire is easy to connect with a luminaire plug and attach to a 

ceiling hook.

H: 110 cm

Ø: 95 cm

12 XE27 Max. 40W

IP20

 K46910-12MU 6430062564969

Evon wall lamp

Light up paintings at home or at the gallery with antique brass 

coloured Evon.

H: 34 cm

W: 17 cm

E14 Max. 28W

IP20

S29210-1A 6430062561685

Liam 30 ceiling plafoniere

IP44 rated swell ceiling lamp for the bathroom. Plentiful lighting 

in all directions, and good energy efficiency due to LED 

technology. Fixed installation.

H: 9 cm

Ø: 30 cm

SMD LED 15W

IP44

K1818-15V30 6430012958176 

Oiva 1-lt outdoor lamp

Outdoor wall lamp Oiva illuminates your garden, making 

strolling there after dark safer and more enjoyable. The round 

shape and grooved surface lets Oiva inconspicuously and 

elegantly blend into the house wall. Light flows through the lamp 

upwards and horizontally.

IP44 rated.

H: 18 cm

W: 10 cm

D: 10,7 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3314-1M 6430062562354

Oiva 1-lt outdoor lamp

Outdoor wall lamp Oiva illuminates your garden, making 

strolling there after dark safer and more enjoyable. The round 

shape and grooved surface lets Oiva inconspicuously and 

elegantly blend into the house wall. Light flows through the lamp 

upwards and horizontally.

IP44 rated.

H: 18 cm

W: 10 cm

D: 10,7 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3314-1V 6430062562361 

Oiva 2-lt outdoor lamp

Outdoor wall lamp Oiva illuminates your garden, making 

strolling there after dark safer and more enjoyable. The round 

shape and grooved surface lets Oiva inconspicuously and 

elegantly blend into the house wall. Light flows through the lamp 

upwards, downwards and horizontally.

IP44 rated.

H: 24 cm

Ø/W: 10 cm

D: 10,7 cm

2 XGU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3314-2H 6430062562378
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Olavi outdoor lamp

Light up your facade with slimly built outdoor wall lamp Olavi, 

and your neighbours will be green with envy. Weatherproof and

IP44 rated.

H: 18 cm

W: 9 cm

D: 11 cm 

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3284-1AL 6430062562309

Olavi outdoor lamp

Light up your facade with slimly built outdoor wall lamp Olavi, 

and your neighbours will be green with envy. Weatherproof and

IP44 rated.

H: 18 cm

W: 9 cm

D: 11 cm 

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3284-1M 6430062562316

Olavi outdoor lamp

Light up your facade with slimly built outdoor wall lamp Olavi, 

and your neighbours will be green with envy. Weatherproof and

IP44 rated.

H: 18 cm

W: 9 cm

D: 11 cm 

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3284-1V 6430062562323

Veikko outdoor lamp

Veikko is a classically designed timeless outdoor wall lamp. A 

great choice for the home or the summerhouse. Illuminate your 

gate or entrance with this wonderful lamp. Features a sturdy 

metal frame and glass windows.

H: 32,5 cm

W: 19.2 cm

D: 21,5 cm 

E27 Max. 60W

IP44

ULS3294-1M 6430062562330

Väinö 1-lt outdoor lamp

Slim outdoor wall lamp Väinö is a great choice for highlighting 

entrances, walls and wallspace between windows. This lamp is 

weatherproof and

IP44 rated.

H: 17,2 cm

W: 10,5 cm

D: 15,5 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3354-1M 6430062562446

Väinö 1-lt outdoor lamp

Slim outdoor wall lamp Väinö is a great choice for highlighting 

entrances, walls and wallspace between windows. This lamp is 

weatherproof and

IP44 rated.

H: 17,2 cm

W: 10,5 cm

D: 15,5 cm

GU10 Max. 35W

IP44

ULS3354-1V 6430062562453
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Arden hanging lamp fitting

High-quality

E27 electrical fitting. Textilecord length 2m.

H: 200 cm

Ø: 12,5 cm

IP20

K5079-1MU 6430062565645

Arden hanging lamp fitting

High-quality

E27 electrical fitting. Textilecord length 2m.

H: 200 cm

Ø: 12,5 cm

IP20

K5079-1VA 6430062565652

Cable with in-line switch and euro-plug

1.9 m gold coloured cord with a switch. Fits table-, ceiling- and 

floor lamps.

190 cm total length JKYTK 6430012958251 

Cable with in-line switch and euro-plug

1.9 m black cord with a switch. Fits table-, ceiling- and floor 

lamps.

190 cm total length JKYTM 6430012958237 

Cable with in-line switch and euro-plug

1.9 m white cord with a switch. Fits table-, ceiling- and floor 

lamps.

190 cm total length JKYTV 6430012958268 

Extension cable 150 cm

Compatible with SUP179-series, quick connectors.

150 cm total length LEDJ15 6430012955984 
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Banker's lamp spare glass

Green spare glass to bankers lamp. 13 mm holes on sides.

H: 8 cm

W: 22,5 cm 

LPANVI 6430012958619 

Shoemaker's lamp shade

Graceful hanging lamp shade made from glass. Suitable for

E27 holders.

Ø: 25 cm

E27

LSUU25VI 6430012957834 

Lumi 25 glass shade

A classical marbled-glass shade, the hole will fit a standard

E27 lampholder.

H: 14,5 cm

Ø: 25,5 cm 

LLUM25V 6430012958725 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The black and white colour 

elegantly elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum 

order 3 metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 

metre cord is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKMV2 6430062563382 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The yellow colour elegantly 

elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 

metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord 

is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKK2 6430062563368 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The purple colour elegantly 

elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 

metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord 

is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKL2 6430062563375 
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Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The orange colour elegantly 

elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 

metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord 

is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKO2 6430062563399 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The red colour elegantly elevates 

the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 metres. Sold 

by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKP2 6430062563405 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The blue colour elegantly 

elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 

metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord 

is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKS2 6430062563412 

Textile-covered cable

2-pole fabric covered 0.75 mm. The green colour elegantly 

elevates the atmosphere of the interior. Minimum order 3 

metres. Sold by the metre; when you order 5 pcs. a 5 metre cord 

is delivered.

2 x 0,75 mm2 KTEKVI2 6430062563429 

Electrical fitting suitable for shoemaker lamp

Brass coloured lamp holder and white cord.

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

700M 6430012958305 

Standard electrical fitting for hanging lamps

High-quality

E27 electrical fitting. Cord length 1.2m.

Cable length 120 cm

E27 Max. 60W

K4379-1M 6430062564334
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Standard electrical fitting for hanging lamps

High-quality

E27 electrical fitting. Cord length 1.2m.

Cable length 120 cm

E27 Max. 60W

K4379-1V 6430062564341 

Luminaire plug w/cable

Earthed lamp plug with 14 cm cord. Can be converted to class-II 

plug.

Cablelength 14 cm VTUL1 6430012958671 

Luminaire plug w/cable

Class II lamp plug with 14 cm cord.

Cablelength 14 cm VTUL2 6430012958688 

Lyon lampshade

The ultimate lamp for a girls bedroom. Find your inner princess.

Ø: 40 cm

Max. 60W

LYOR 6430012954963 

Silvia hanging lamp

Light and airy lace shade with lovely floral patterns. Versatile 

lamp for different rooms. Distributes a sweet sheen. A 

particularly great choice for the bedroom. Easy installation with 

ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1986-1M 6430062562897 

Silvia hanging lamp

Light and airy lace shade with lovely floral patterns. Versatile 

lamp for different rooms. Distributes a sweet sheen. A 

particularly great choice for the bedroom. Easy installation with 

ceiling hook and lamp plug.

Ø: 40 cm

E27 Max. 60W

IP20

K1986-1V 6430012959036 
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Jalkapallo 40 lampshade

This jolly paper shade offers great value for your money. This is a 

perfect lamp for the future football star. Diameter 40 cm.

E27 electrical fitting is sold separately.

Ø: 40 cm

Max. 60W

V33014-40MV 6430062561920 

Kash 11 lampshade

Pure white linen fabric shade for chandeliers. Place on top of the 

lamp. Shade's diameter is 11 cm.

H: 11 cm

Ø: 11 cm

Max. 25W

V45217-11V 6430062564662

Kash 20 lampshade

A pure white linen fabric clip-on lampshade for chandeliers or 

small table lamps mounted on top a lamp by a clip.

H: 13,5 cm

Ø: 20 cm

Max. 25W

V45217-20V 6430062564679

Kash 30 lampshade

A pure white linen fabric clip-on lampshade for table lamps or 

small floor lamps. Shade is attached on top of a bulb by a clip 

attachment.

H: 16 cm

Ø: 30 cm

Max. 25W

V45217-30V 6430062564686

Kash 40 lampshade

A pure white linen fabric lampshade for large table lamps or 

floor lamps attaches to the base of the lamp with a ring.

H: 23 cm

Ø: 40 cm

Max. 40W

V45217-40V 6430062564693

Kodomo lampshade

Cheerful colours, yellow, pink and green. Butterflies, friendly 

wasps and flowers. Made from rice paper.

Ø: 40 cm

Max. 60W

KOD 6430012954208 
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Raina 27 lampshade

Raina is a hanging lamp made from jute. This lamp is a great way 

of giving the room a marine vibe. Electrical fitting is sold 

separately.

H: 45 cm

Ø: 27 cm

Max. 60W

V2662-27M 6430062560800 

Raina 20 lampshade

Raina is a hanging lamp made from jute. This lamp is a great way 

of giving the room a marine vibe. Electrical fitting is sold 

separately.

H: 30 cm

Ø: 20 cm

Max. 60W

V2662-20M 6430062560763

Rice paper 40 lampshade

Traditional white rice paper lamp with a new stable bamboo 

frame. Spreads a lovely warm light. Max 60 W.

Ø: 40 cm

Max. 60W

RIS40V 6430012953416

Rice paper 50 lampshade

Traditional white rice paper lamp with a new stable bamboo 

frame. Spreads a lovely warm light. Max 60 W.

Ø: 50 cm

Max. 60W

RIS50V 6430012953423 

Rice paper 60 lampshade

Traditional white rice paper lamp with a new stable bamboo 

frame. Spreads a lovely warm light. Max 60 W.

Ø: 60 cm

Max. 60W

RIS60V 6430012953430

Yoko lampshade

Magnificent cylindrical rice paper shade. This great lamp 

features four hanging tassels.

H: 25 cm

Ø: 37 cm

Max. 60W

YOKK 6430012953904
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